
Please write any comment, feedback, suggestions or how do you feel about this training or the trainer or the 

content. 

 

Invite more people like Prof Zaidatul. Very frank 

will do to adapt the type of teaching such as station teaching , parallel teaching and so on with students. very interesting 

co-teaching or collaborative team teaching 

the content is good. it helps to improve activity in class.  

Bagi contoh setiap kaedah PNP 

Good, but it is too short 

No 

excellence. different angle of thinking about the team teaching. 

good for lecturer to implement 

creative and fun 

All good 

the content can be categorized thru beginner, medium and high level 

i cannot catch up some of the methods. i need to go back to the slides then.. 

very interesting content 

Good contents and examples for teaching and learning.  

Very good training for educators 

UTeM should revise the implementation of co-teaching at UTeM, prepare guidelines and implement more co-teaching especially for online teaching. 

A comprehensive presentation on Collaborative Teaching. May proceed with a session to discuss best case collaborative teaching conducted by UTeM staff. 
This talk is very good input for the lecturers to conduct the online teaching and learning. We can get some input about team teaching, turn teaching, 
collaboration teaching and others. 

the trainer knows the subject matter. More example on the step-by-step approach to collaborative teaching 

Prof. Zaidatun did explain her teaching experience and way on how to enhanced student learning through our teaching.  

Thank you CAES for this session! 
There is a lot of teaching method that can be applied during teaching with students. Lecturer needs to be creative. Many co teaching models can be 
implemented during P&P. Looking forward for more sharing like this. Thank you very much to CAES team.  

Very Good. 



This is really good teaching style that faculty really need to start doing / applyng, to any  subject as a beginning. Teaching and learning experience gained either 
(good or need improvement), only after we venture into it.   

New knowledge and improve teaching technique 

Let have our bosses in faculty join this course as well 

Best Training ever. Excellent presenter with simple clear points to ponder. 

Very good, lots of tips and tricks, also guideline on how to conduct a proper way of team teaching. Trainer talks based on her own experience which is very 
related to UTeM staff in general. Thanks Dr. Khairul & CAES for this opportunity, very insight sharing session.  

Very good and inspiring webinar. Give ideas how to run the collaborative teaching/ team teaching in few styles.  
The trainer has vast experience in teaching and education especially dealing with university level students.  
I'm glad she was very keen to share her experience in teaching methods. 

Everything is good 

Everything is good 

the trainer is very good, explanation also clear.. overall great course 

interesting topic. Good information and experience shared by Prof. I learnt new pedagogicy methods for collaborative teaching. Thank you. 
Everything is very good. 
Very good trainer.. 

ok 

The class is very good and information is presented in interesting way. 
A very good sharing session on collaborative teaching. Never have a chance on the collab teaching yet. I'm a new lecturer. Looking forward if there is a focused 
session like this on the online teaching for non-collab teaching too. Just to explore a better teaching method. 

- 

Thank you Prof and Caes for the sharing session, 

Very a good course for all of us as lecturer. 

bagus..banyak sangat point yang menarik..compact in 1 training..  

good training.  

GOOD, GREAT 

overall good. get many tips to experiment in my class. 

The speaker today is very knowledgeable and awesome, the presentation is very engaging and useful.  Hope  CAES could invite her again for future course  
 


